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Dear Client, 

We write in response to Ku-ring-gai Council’s request for Hill Thalis to prepare a wriCen opinion on Planning NSW’s TOD SEPP: 
Transport Oriented Development Program  and the accompanying Explana8on of Intended Effect: Changes to create low-and 
mid-rise housing (December 2023) associated with Part 2 of the TOD program. 

Hill Thalis supports the government’s primary objecXve to increase the range of housing types and the need to increase 
densiXes within the Greater Sydney and Six CiXes exisXng urban footprints.  

We support sound policy founded on evidenced-based tesXng that demonstrates high-quality urban outcomes essenXal for 
realising the vibrant ciXes intended; and promotes healthy living environments that are criXcal for all people that our ciXes 
house. 

We support inclusionary zoning and a levy to provide affordable housing. However, blunt policy mechanisms that are poorly 
aligned, or inconsistent with evidence-based tesXng is considered a poor public policy approach. An approach that historically 
has demonstrated poor urban outcomes and generates adverse public reacXon. 

Hill Thalis agrees there are opportuniXes for low- and mid-rise development for the 31 TOD precincts.  

However, the TOD SEPP and EIE is not supported given the significant improvements to the policy se`ngs and mechanisms 
required to support appropriate building typologies consistent with essenXal human amenity – natural venXlaXon and cross-
venXlaXon, solar access and daylight, deep soil and canopy landscape required by successful NSW and local policies and 
expected by communiXes. 

Need for government to introduce value capture for all upzonings 

Australia has been a laggard in capturing adequate public benefit available through the privilege granted to develop land. This 
is wide-ranging from mining natural resources to land development.  Australia has failed to introduce policies that benefit 
future generaXons such as have countries like Norway and UAE with the sovereign future funds and effecXve tax and royalty 
se`ngs. 

Urban development policy conXnues to direct financial benefits to a few, with private individual land-owners receiving 
disproporXonate monetary gain of any uplib.  This is poor public policy in our view. 

The TOD SEPP and EIE for low- and mid-rise development marks a turning point of opportunity for government (the public) to 
share some of the monetary gains through direct value capture of all land sales arising through this policy. 

While the intent to increase supply is welcome, there remains a liCle discussed obligaXon on government to direct fund public 
housing. This policy could present opportuniXes to help source the needed funding.  

It is unrealisXc and unreasonable for the housing crisis to be dependent on the private sector solving it. The sectors long-
known to be failed by the market will not be served by conXnuing along the same path. This is not best pracXce when 
compared to many overseas examples. 
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We urge government to introduce a mechanism for value capturing that over Xme changes the expectaXons of all 
stakeholders so public housing again can be seen as criXcal infrastructure as it is in many European and Asian jurisdicXons. 

Objects of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 No 203 

We draw aCenXon to the fundamentals of what these policies must demonstrate: 

1.3   Objects of Act 

The objects of this Act are as follows— 

(a) to promote the social and economic welfare of the community and a better environment by the proper 
management, development and conservation of the State’s natural and other resources, 

(b) to facilitate ecologically sustainable development by integrating relevant economic, environmental and social 
considerations in decision-making about environmental planning and assessment, 

(c) to promote the orderly and economic use and development of land, 

(d) to promote the delivery and maintenance of affordable housing, 

(e) to protect the environment, including the conservation of threatened and other species of native animals and 
plants, ecological communities and their habitats, 

(f) to promote the sustainable management of built and cultural heritage (including Aboriginal cultural heritage), 

(g) to promote good design and amenity of the built environment, 

(h) to promote the proper construction and maintenance of buildings, including the protection of the health and 
safety of their occupants, 

(i) to promote the sharing of the responsibility for environmental planning and assessment between the different 
levels of government in the State, 

(j) to provide increased opportunity for community participation in environmental planning and assessment. 

 

As proposed, significant work is needed for a final policy to be consistent with these objecXves. 

Our focus on sound city-making is the alignment between building type, FSR, Height, and deep soil landscape. 

The following response should be understood in context of most of the detail and implicaXons arising from the TOD: SEPP 
informaXon provided by the Department, are located in the EIE: Changes to create low-and mid-rise housing. Our opinion 
therefore is structured that way. 

 

This leCer provides comments on the following:  

TOD SEPP: Transport Oriented Development Program:  

Non-refusal standards and mechanisms 

EIE: Changes to create low-and mid-rise housing: 

Chapter 2 

Chapter 3 

Chapter 4 
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TOD SEPP: Transport Oriented Development Program:  
    Non-refusal standards and mechanisms 

 

 

  

 

In our experience, these combinaXons of proposed non-refusal development standards are simultaneously enabling very poor 
outcomes with no prospect of facilitaXng high quality urban outcomes. 

They are incompaXble with residenXal building types needed to deliver fundamental resident amenity – natural venXlaXon 
and cross venXlaXon, solar access, daylight and outlook; and any meaningful deep soil landscape and canopy. They result in 
excessive, large building footprint types that evidence conXnues to demonstrate delivers very poor amenity on those metrics.  

The combinaXon of proposed building height with excessive, misaligned FSR results in outcomes contrary to best pracXce, and 
the Objects of the EP&A Act.  

In our experience the proposed mechanisms are not supported by research and urban tesXng previously carried out by the 
Department, GANSW and numerous professional urban studies. Based on our experience, the ADG amenity standards will be 
very difficult to achieve on all but a few sites (likely corner sites). We consider this to represent poor policy outcomes.  

As a general comment, the proposal to relax any ADG provision is not supported. While we support in principle, opportuniXes 
to improve policies, the ADG remains an exemplar and the most effecXve public policy in Australia for delivering residenXal 
amenity in apartment development. It should not be weakened to reduce the minimal amenity objecXves and metrics it 
currently delivers in delivering the proposed housing. 

Ku-ring-gai’s exisXng LEP controls for FSR in R4 and R3 zones are exemplars for consistency with ADG, NSW urban canopy 
protecXon and targets and should be the model from which the TOD SEPP allows local Councils to deliver the intended 
housing. The community should expect that councils’ regular required reviews of local controls will equal or improve on urban 
and amenity outcomes, they should not decrease these outcomes. 

Hill Thalis notes that the TOD SEPP definiXon Height - inclusions and exclusions need to be based on floor-to-floor heights to 
saXsfy the requirements of the ADG, NSW Building Commission, building envelope waterproofing, and AC plant plus an 
allowance for accessible communal open space roof gardens to accommodate the lib over run, planXng, and waterproofing. 
(Also see Hill Thalis’s height study excerpts Figures 1 to Figure 4 conducted for the City of Sydney at Appendix 1). 
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TOD SEPP fails to include a mandated requirement of approval that the development must demonstrate the design is founded 
on proper place and site analyses, and that the design response is appropriate for the site’s specific condiXons. In Hill Thalis’s 
opinion, a requirement to demonstrate design excellence should apply to any policy of such reach and urban scale. 

However, the requirements for compeXXons should be waived. 

Merit assessment pathway needs to prevail for all apartment proposals/applicaXons so that appropriate due diligence is 
carried out by developers conducXng their feasibility studies in land purchases; and the community can be confident all 
housing is demonstraXng appropriate typologies that achieve the essenXal fundamental high-quality amenity expected. In this 
regard the TOD SEPP and its proposed controls fail the public. See EIE opinion on implicaXons of the non-refusal standards. 

The proposal to further reduce amenity provisions covered by the Apartment Design Guide for mid-rise apartment 
development should be understood in context of former SEPP 65 (now SEPP Housing Chapter 4) and conXnuing applicaXon of 
the Apartment Design Guide: 

a) The Apartment Design Guide objecXves and metrics have been the most effecXve and successful of development policies 
naXonally in delivering residenXal amenity over the past two decades (since its incepXon as the ResidenXal Flat Design 
Code) 

b) The exisXng provisions with the Apartment Design Guide are minimum amenity standards. 

Weakening a highly successful and exemplar policy by lowering performance metrics represents poor public policy and cannot 
be supported. ImplicaXons of reduced building separaXon goes to deep soil, outlook, solar access and overshadowing, visual 
and acousXc privacy, urban scale and is not supported.  

There already exists a strong pathway within the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 enabling ‘flexibility’ with 
the effect that all development standards and controls within SEPPs, LEPs, DCPs and the Apartment Design Guide may be 
varied through individual planning jusXficaXon and merit consideraXon of a development and its specific circumstances. The 
proposed SEPP should retain the applicaXon of the ADG with its exisXng performance metrics and enable the exisXng 
mechanisms to operate if departures are sought. This requires a merit assessment pathway which in our experience is 
essenXal for good public policy and achieving higher density urban outcomes that make a posiXve contribuXon to the ciXes we 
make and provide the amenity needed to house the populaXon.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

     EIE: Changes to create low-and mid-rise housing  
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EIE: Changes to create low-and mid-rise housing  

Chapter 2  The Housing Crisis 

 

2.3 Well-located infill housing 

We support the government’s intent recognising the key to successful increased density is that it is located in areas with high 
amenity.  As a statement of principle, we believe that higher densiXes should always be located in areas of higher amenity and 
environmental quality. 

The failure of housing policies to date has resulted in perverse outcomes, focusing the highest density where there is the 
lowest amenity – primarily along noise corridors oben with poor exisXng urban structure and essenXal supporXng amenity – 
such as  dysfuncXonal block sizes incompaXble with walkability, no public open space network, liCle opportunity for tree 
canopy, poor pedestrian/cyclist amenity, and inadequate focus on criXcal urban repair to support the densiXes or building 
types to address challenging condiXons. 

NSW has the opportunity to make our ciXes fabulous places, but it is criXcal that public policies are well-aligned to deliver 
them. Historically, too frequently this has not been communiXes’ experience and conXnues to insXl distrust of public planning 
and creates avoidable conflict.  

The Government’s intent to align the currently disparate quality of LEPs is logical, but criXcally must be founded on the 
findings of evidence-based urban studies and tesXng; and must work with communiXes rather than inflict what may appear 
easy or lazy policy soluXons to address crises condiXons.  

Blunt, poorly conceived mechanisms, not informed by evidence will be doomed to fail. 

Enabling addiXonal supply of itself will not equate to delivery nor desirable outcomes. 

Enabling supply by poor quality mechanisms is not acceptable for public policies that have such wide reaching impacts to the 
look and funcXoning of our ciXes for decades to come. 

The Objects of the Act demand proper planning that enables our ciXes to grow to support the health and well-being of all 
residents and is economic and orderly.  

Delivering the intended housing targets needs the community to support it.  

Ku-ring-gai remains an exemplar of well-aligned FSR, height and landscape controls amongst its suite of LEP and DCP policy.  

It has very successfully delivered all the state’s housing targets within its exisXng local control mechanisms. Ku-ring-gai’s high- 
and mulX-density development controls conXnue to deliver high- and medium- density housing with criXcal high-quality 
amenity, urban canopy and deep soil landscape outcomes.   

We agree there are opportuniXes in Ku-ring-gai for increasing high-, mid-rise and low-rise mulX-dwelling housing that can be 
supported by commensurate open space, walkable distances to schools and services in neighbourhood centres, located on bus 
routes with frequent transport to heavy rail/Sydney city centre, exisXng or potenXal for walkable blocks and understanding 
subdivision, topography and the like. 

We do not support the proposed non-refusal development standards have the effect of voiding councils’ ability to define their 
Desired Local Character and the policies to deliver them under the Act. The local character established for where they choose 
to live is aligned with the specifics of the place and rightly is highly valued by communiXes.  
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We do not support the approach to heritage (discussed elsewhere) that fails to value heritage with mechanisms that appears 
are intended to enable ill-considered wholesale demoliXon. 

The expectaXon that the uptake will see development applicaXons for apartment development lodged within months is also 
unrealisXc. Feasibility studies, planning analyses, acquiring sites, financial insXtuXons’ lending requirements to developers 
(including the limitaXons of who qualifies for finance), the Xme needed to engage consultants and prepare designs to DA stage 
is highly unlikely to be completed in 2024. 

 

 

EIE: Changes to create low-and mid-rise housing  

Chapter 3  What’s prevenHng more low-and mid-rise houses being built 

 

3.1 Mid-rise housing 

Much is made in the EIE of the R3 and R2 zones ‘prevenXng’ certain housing types as the root cause of the housing crisis.  

We consider this to be a flawed contenXon, not sufficiently supported by either data or place specific analyses.  

The purpose of these different residenXal land use zones is deliberately intended to idenXfy different urban outcomes 
matched to the populaXon needs of a city by enabling housing to be delivered by specific building types. Low density 
detached dwellings inevitably will play a role in all ciXes. The effect of the EIE essenXally removes this housing type through 
the inclusion of blanket applicaXon of dual occupancy to the zone. Should this occur, local controls must prevail for lot size and 
requirements that both dwellings provide a minimum street frontage. Poor amenity and deep soil outcomes are conXnuing to 
result with subdivided baCle-axe dual occupancy lots types. 

The problem is not the ‘zonings’ restricXng housing supply per se, but the need for land to be rezoned to align with the types 
of housing desired, and intended, to increase density as dwellings per hectare enabled by a different land-use zone.  

Local councils have the ability to idenXfy areas with the highest amenity. They have the criXcal local knowledge regarding 
available city-making infrastructure – including green, blue and cultural networks; open space; topography; schools and 
hospitals; transport; and urban structure of street paCerns/types and subdivision paCerns to idenXfy opportuniXes for change 
that will deliver high quality housing with excellent amenity.  

This level of detailed, holisXc consideraXon is fundamental to bringing less expensive types housing along with the proposed 
scale of changes that will need to be met. This recognises ciXes must deliver housing for younger generaXons that will sustain 
them over their lives and retain the mix and vitality of neighbourhoods.  

The TOD SEPP and wider proposed low- and mid-rise housing in its current form cannot deliver=. 

Where building heights above 4 storeys and FSR is higher, intended to deliver apartment types, these should be delivered 
through the R4 zone mechanism rather than changing mechanisms throughout R3 zones. This does not shy away from 
nuanced consideraXon of R3 housing types or the intent of the EIE but uses the right mechanisms to deliver the right urban 
outcomes. 

Hill Thalis points to the excellent research carried out by McGregor Westlake and Redshib AA for GANSW as regards mid-rise 
and low-rise medium density housing. The following link provides an overview of this work. (Copy and paste to browser if link 
not directed): 

hCps://www.redshibaa.com.au/research-advocacy/what-is-the-missingmiddle 

Hill Thalis also points to the submission prepared by Redshib AA in response to this EIE. 

It provides an excellent explanaXon of reasons why the mid-rise and low-rise housing typologies have not been delivering. It 
details the importance of well-aligned FSR, height, site coverage and deep soil landscape controls, and idenXfies the 
unintended outcomes where controls are poorly aligned: 

hCps://redshibaa-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/angelo_redshibaa_com_au/EawvK-koUfZBr2wdSh-
I3ZsB91oS33UuegDHmcFYGgpRLA?e=bgKnZc 

 

3.2  Low-rise housing – mulD-dwelling housing 

There remains a current pathway with the effect of enabling mulX-dwelling housing in low Density R2 zones is via the Housing 
SEPP – Chapter 3 for Housing for seniors and people with a disability.  

The conXnuing failure of the Housing SEPP remains in all its residenXal non-refusal landscape controls.  
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The EIE is also self-contradictory as the non-refusal development standards and their proposed mechanism of non-refusal 
prevent any merit consideraXon that simultaneously is claimed can occur. Failure to mandate a requirement to address 
constraints of a site prevents any fact-based assessment of development potenXal of individual sites and appropriate design 
response founded on the specifics of a site facilitaXng and favouring poor design outcomes rather than promoXng best 
pracXce urban outcomes. Experience of exisXng SEPPs with non-refusal development standards demonstrates this facilitates 
inadequate due diligence in land purchases that becomes embedded at concept design as a pathway to poor urban outcomes.  

We return to one of the tenets of the Act being: 

(g) to promote good design and amenity of the built environment, 

 

Landscape 

SEPP one-size-fits-all non-refusal controls with no mandated provisions for merit assessment over-riding effecXve local 
controls are not fit for purpose in delivering the needed deep soil and canopy that must be protected and delivered to meet 
NSW canopy targets and address urban heat. There remain cumulaXve impacts of exisXng SEPPs resulXng in the constant loss 
of canopy and deep soil. The proposed TOD SEPP will accelerate deep soil and canopy loss. 

The combinaXon of inadequate se`ngs and non-refusal consideraXon further limits the ability to replace lost canopy and 
prevents urban repair where it may be criXcal for sound city-making and managing essenXal green infrastructure over the long 
term. 

We consider this to be unsustainable outcome across NSW.  

The notable excepXon to this has been SEPP 65 (now SEPP Housing – Chapter 4) that has been such a success specifically 
because the SEPP enabled landscape controls to defer to local policies. The Apartment Design Guide sets a helpful guide for 
Councils without well-developed landscape and deep soil controls, however, the ADG deep soil and landscape provisions are 
accepted by most stakeholders and urbanists as far too low. See further comments on Ku-ring-gai’s deep soil at Appendix 1. 

In our opinion, SEPPs would deliver improved and sustainable deep soil landscape and canopy outcomes across urban areas 
where landscape provisions are elevated within LEPs, supported by local DCPs, and SEPPs enable local landscape policies to 
prevail similarly to mechanisms currently successfully operaXng under the former SEPP 65, now SEPP Housing Chapter 4. 

 

Heritage 

Ku-ring-gai’s paCern of seClement has produced areas of high heritage significance of a parXcular character - with large 
blocks, large lots comprising deep soil and canopy landscape as the se`ng for dwelling houses. These areas have not 
prevented development yet successfully retain the high values of significance through considered, and effecXve local controls.  
State policies should be supporXng and encouraging the recogniXon and celebraXon of heritage in all council areas throughout 
NSW that balances with well-aligned development policies. 

Blunt rezonings in combinaXon with non-refusal development standards promote demoliXon rather than retenXon and 
adapXon as a priority.  Re-use must be encouraged and supported by policy. 

There is scope for a review of heritage conservaXon areas so that genuine high quality values are retained, to ensure there 
remains the vibrancy of development types as well as provisions that can encourage more retenXon and adapXon. 

The approach assumed by the TOD SEPP around staXons and town centres is wholesale demoliXon.  This is the effect of the 
combinaXon of non-refusal development standards and inability for a merit assessment that considers heritage. The proposed 
form of the policy is incompaXble with heritage conservaXon and contrary to sustainability and climate policies that need to 
promote retenXon and re-use of exisXng buildings. Hill Thalis considers this represents poor public policy. 

 
Affordable housing 

a) TOD SEPP  

Hill Thalis supports the intent for inclusionary zoning for affordable housing.  

The targeted 15% affordable housing in the 8 TOD SEPP Accelerated Precincts is a posiXve inclusion. However, the 
qualifying statements that this maximum is subject to feasibility tesXng is concerning. The EIE does not specify who will 
undertake the feasibility studies and represents a failure of the intent. The proposed upzonings should mandate the 
affordable component as a condiXon of the development. 

All affordable housing must be held in perpetuity to prevent the constant leakage of supply conXnuing to be enabled by 
inadequate se`ngs in SEPP Housing. Hill Thalis does not support policy that limits the Xme affordable housing is held 
before being released back to the market as private housing. 
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Delivering affordable housing for key workers should be a paramount to the housing targets. Supply alone is not the 
soluXon despite some dominant voices in the public debate. 

There is a primary responsibility on government to invest in direct public funding to supply the specific areas so well 
idenXfied in all studies of which we are aware as being failed by ‘the market’: public housing, crisis housing, domesXc 
violence, single parents with families, older women, disability housing, and key workers. 

b) Low- and mid-rise development 
The proposed commencement of a mechanism to include affordable housing is supported in principle. 
The 2% target is far too low and will not deliver any meaningful contribuXon. This is inconsistent with good pracXce 
outcomes in our view. 

 

As a general principle, we consider any proposed up-zoning in NSW should be mandated to commence for all development 
types at 15% increasing to 25% over the next decade. This is consistent with overseas pracXce and redresses previous decades 
impacts of diminishing public investment.  

All affordable housing must be retained in perpetuity. 

The avoidance of all governments to direct public investment into delivering public housing, treated as essenXal infrastructure 
- as Australia has done so well in previous decades – remains disappoinXng. 

 

 

EIE: Changes to create low-and mid-rise housing  

Chapter 4  Proposals to build more low- and mid-rise housing 

 

4.1 Mid-rise housing  
 

As a statement of principle, we believe that higher densiXes should always be located in areas of higher amenity and 
environmental quality. This includes town centres with high quality parks and open spaces and provides councils with 
opportuniXes to idenXfy the potenXal to create more vibrant smaller local centres with smaller scaled increased density to 
complement the transport node precincts. 

Further clarificaXon and detail around the applicaXon of this component of the policy is required. The EIE lacks clarity as to the 
size of E1 or MU1 and definiXons around exact types and scale of services as well as supporXng infrastructure such as high 
quality open spaces and parks in walking distance (which should be no more than 200m). Outcomes where one or two mixed 
use developments may have a tokenisXc retail/commercial use at ground floor to ‘Xck a box’ as mixed use development 
should not be permiCed as being sufficient to trigger the 800m walking distance provision.  

Previous comments in this leCer regarding the non-refusal development standards and mechanisms that prevent merit 
assessment to achieve the maximum permiCed FSRs apply to this component of the proposed SEPP. 

The proposal lacks essenXal local knowledge to deliver well-located housing and needed supporXng infrastructure. There is no 
capacity for local strategic planning and represents a failure of the TOD SEPP and EIE in our opinion. 

Achieving economic and orderly development of land is facilitated by rigorous, well-considered and integrated strategic 
planning that councils are best placed to deliver.  
 
 
4.2 Low-rise Housing 

 

Further clarificaXon and detail around the applicaXon of this component of the policy is required. The EIE lacks clarity as to the 
size of E1 or MU1 and definiXons around exact types and scale of services as well as supporXng infrastructure such as high 
quality open spaces and parks in walking distance (should be no more than 200m). Outcomes where a one or two mixed use 
developments may have a tokenisXc retail/commercial use at ground floor to ‘Xck a box’ as mixed use development should 
not be permiCed as being sufficient to trigger the 800m walking distance provision. 

Previous comments in this leCer regarding the non-refusal development standards and mechanisms that prevent merit 
assessment to achieve the maximum permiCed FSRs apply to this component of the proposed SEPP. 
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Villa Housing 

While it is noted villa housing is not specifically idenXfied in the EIE, by implicaXon, we consider it may be a housing type 
enabled because it falls under the Low-rise Housing Diversity Code (LRHD).  

Villa type housing must be removed as a permissible housing type with the LRHD Code. Urban outcomes are unacceptable due 
to the impacts of driveways, vehicle swept paths and at-grade parking. Impacts conXnue to devastate exisXng urban canopy, 
prevent replacement canopy, result in poor resident amenity with poor daylight, natural venXlaXon, open space, landscape 
provisions.  

Dual occupancy 

PermiCed types of dual occupancy should be defined by councils. BaCle-axe types are not supported as they facilitate poor 
urban outcomes with the loss of canopy trees, too much of a site being given to hardstand accommodaXng rear access and 
swept paths. 

Dual occupancy types must require both dwellings directly address the street main entry to the dwelling and vehicle access. 
Garages and car parking must not dominate the frontage, which requires a site frontage greater than the proposed 12 metres 
in the Ku-ring-gai context. 

In principle, Hill Thalis supports reduced car parking – limiXng to 1 x car space per dual occupancy - to reduce the dominance 
and negaXve impacts of garages in street frontages. 

Local councils are best placed to idenXfy and manage locaXons for dual occupancy consistent with their delivering their 
Desired Local Character, tested and directly Xed to delivering their housing targets. 

Minimum lot size, Site frontage and FSR 

To achieve posiXve urban outcomes appropriate to, and well-aligned with, Desired Local Character, both minimum lot size and 
site frontage requirements need to be set in LEP controls. Blunt one-size-fits-all development standards proposed through the 
TOD SEPP and EIE do not allow for the nuance of exisXng subdivision paCerns, urban structure, or adequate consideraXon of 
deep soil. All essenXal for sound city-making  

Minimum lot width of 12 metres is not clarified as being per sub-divided lot or the parent lot. If a parent lot, 12 metres is 
considered inadequate in Ku-ring-gai context and conducive to poor urban outcomes with vehicles dominaXng the street 
frontage and no provision for meaningful side setback landscaping as is the experience of council with provisions that 
currently enable dual occupancies with poorly-aligned landscape controls. 

FSR and maximum site coverage provisions need to be well-aligned with deep soil provision that should be a minimum 40% for 
dual occupancy types in Ku-ring-gai given the larger lot sizes and noXng current mulX-dwelling housing already achieves this as 
does apartment development ranging from 40% to 50% dependant on lot size.  

See Appendix 1 for further comments on deep soil in Ku-ring-gai. 

 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Philip Thalis LFRAIA 

Director Hill Thalis Architecture + Urban Projects Pty Ltd 
B Sc Arch, B Arch, USyd, CEAA Arch Urb (Paris) 
NSW Design and Building Prac]]oners Act #0001821 

 

 
Kerry Hunter 
Senior Urban Designer Hill Thalis Architecture + Urban Projects Pty Ltd 
BArch, (Hons) UNSW 

 
See Appendix 1 - City of Sydney – Height, FSR and Deep Soil Alignment Study 
See Appendix 2 – Hill Thalis residenXal housing types matrix  
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Appendix 1 
 

City of Sydney – Height, FSR and Deep Soil Alignment Study 
 

Evidence Base 

Last year Hill Thalis was engaged by the City of Sydney Strategic Planning and Urban Design, to prepare a Height & FSR 
Alignment Study. Our focus was on the alignment of height and FSR and deep soil landscape outcomes. 

The work and recommendaXons were founded on evidence comprising: 

• A suite of 24 exemplary projects were showcased to demonstrate design integraXon of key values, and report on key 
site characterisXcs and graphically demonstrate the ability of the project to incorporate Council’s proposed deep soil 
landscape controls.  

• Built proposiXon site studies were prepared for 21 sites with 33 proposiXons. The studies tested the exisXng LEP FSR, 
LEP HOB, DCP storey height controls, drab deep soil landscape controls, requirements for noise barrier buildings on 
heavily trafficked streets and the requirements of the Apartment Design Guide (ADG). 

We found that most sites required addiXonal LEP building height to achieve the LEP FSR. 

LEP HOBs were reviewed to anXcipate appropriate floor-to-floor heights to saXsfy the requirements of the ADG, Building 
Commissioner, building envelope waterproofing, and AC plant. Accessible communal open space roof gardens required an 
addiXonal allowance to contain the lib over run, planXng, and waterproofing. 

SecXon drawings were prepared to demonstrate necessary inclusions. The impact of flooding, differing from site to site, 
needed to be excluded from HOB. (See excerpts on following pages.) 

Two tables were prepared, one for mixed use buildings and one for exclusively residenXal buildings. (See excerpts on following 
pages 

Flooding 

We note that HOB needs to be measured from the flood design level. When flood design levels are forced into HOB, without 
loss of FSR, less opXmal layouts with increased building footprint, built site coverage and building depth compromises design 
quality. 

Height, FSR, and Deep Soil RelaDonship 

The exemplars and site studies demonstrated that to saXsfy the requirements of the ADG, Building Commissioner, building 
envelope waterproofing, roof top AC plant, HOB needs to be calibrated to FSR. This is evident in the Height and FSR 
relaXonship tables on the previous page. 

In the study, we concluded that FSR of 2.5:1 required a base building height of HOB 27m for 7 storeys.  

The study also demonstrated that it was not possible to consistently achieve design quality and amenable apartments, across 
a grouping of neighbouring sites for FSRs of 3.0:1. Site excepXons were on corner sites. 

Accessible communal open space roof gardens required an addiXonal allowance to contain the lib over run. 

Consistent with achieving deep soil landscape and high apartment amenity, non-residenXal ground floor uses - generally need 
to approximate the residenXal footprint above. 

Deep soil Landscape  

Ku-ring-gai Council acXvely promotes deep soil landscape with controls for building footprint (40% max), deep soil landscape 
(40% min), supported by effecXve definiXons, which intenXonally values and protects the exisXng urban tree canopy. This is 
consistent with the Greater Sydney Commission’s target for urban tree canopy in order to temper increasingly frequent 
climate extremes. As well as making an amenable city, urban tree canopy will moderate the loss of life during heat waves, 
reducing ground temperatures by 10-15 degrees on excessively hot days. 

The Hill Thalis studies tested a 15% deep soil landscape proposed by the City of Sydney, significantly less than Ku-ring-gai’s 
controls while being directly relevant to the relaXonship of FSR, height and amenity. The report findings proposed a minimum 
25% deep soil landscape control in proximity to well served centres, consistent with Sydney’s amenable eastern suburbs and 
LGA’s of Randwick and Woollahra in context of their lot sizes and subdivision paCerns.  

It is noted in recent media reporXng on 2nd January 2024, that Ku-ring-gai has suffered one of the greatest losses of canopy of 
LGAs in Sydney (8.2% loss). However, Council’s own audit demonstrates this is incorrect. 
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The following is a summary of Council’s calculaXons provided to the media to correct the figures: 

Our data considered ‘Total Canopy’ meaning all vegeta8on >3m. We also considered “Urban Canopy” which is all 
vegeta8on >3m but excluding Na8onal Parks (Zone C1). 

• In 2020, Total Canopy (vegeta8on >3m in height) was 51.4%, and the Urban Canopy (excluding land zoned 
C1 – Na8onal Parks) was 44.8%. 

• In 2022, Total Canopy (vegeta8on >3m in height) was 50.0%, and the Urban Canopy (excluding land zoned 
C1 – Na8onal Parks) was 43.6% 

As per the above, from 2020 – 2022 we [Ku-ring-gai] lost 1.4% of Total Canopy and 1.2% of Urban Canopy. No8ng the 
slightly different 8me period (Council’s data is from 2020-2022 as opposed to the SMH ar8cle which is 2019-2022) 
the results are s8ll very different. 

Total Canopy and Urban Canopy display a downward trend which is something we want to turn around. Our Urban 
Forest Strategy seeks to increase canopy cover to 49% by 2036. In order to achieve this increase in Urban Canopy, 
based on an average crown area of 70m2 per tree, an addi8onal 44,043 trees will be needed. 

Ku-ring-gai’s experience has been that this loss has been a result of exisXng SEPP policies and their interacXons with other 
policies with inadequate deep soil, site coverage, and tree protecXon controls that override Ku-ring-gai’s well-modelled local 
DCP controls. It is noted that the excepXon was SEPP 65 (now Chapter 4 of SEPP Housing) where local deep soil and landscape 
policies conXnued to apply.   

The TOD SEPP proposes to override effecXve local controls and will result in significant further canopy loss where it is criXcally 
needed in major local centres and fails to recognise the value of urban character as a public asset in an evolving city. 

ACenXon is drawn to Ku-ring-gai’s well-established outcomes for residenXal apartment and medium density developments 
where the local DCP controls prevail, that conXnue to deliver on all state housing targets while protecXng the LGA’s landscape 
character and criXcal canopy assets.  

The proposed TOD SEPP fails to aspire to this achievement. 

We support Ku-ring-gai Council’s ambiXon for deep soil landscape and urban tree canopy. The controls protect the green 
character of the LGA and criXcally needed urban canopy, contribute to the ecology of the place, promote public health and 
well-being, and promote points of difference across the metropolitan area. 

We understand that the City of Sydney has shared Hill Thalis’s report with Planning NSW. They have given permission for us to 
share the report, which can be found at this link: 

https://cloud.hillthalis.com.au/index.php/s/8KHAnkfd2XztRFg 

Excerpts of the report in Figures 1 to 4 following. 
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Figure 1 - SecXon demonstraXng base building height 

 

Figure 2 - Tables calculaXng appropriate HOB for Mixed Use and Apartment buildings. 
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Figure 3 - Height and FSR relaXonship from exemplars 

 
Figure 4 - Height and FSR relaXonship from site studies 
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Appendix 2 
 

Hill Thalis - ResidenIal housing types matrix – Excerpt  

 


